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GUIDED READING The Roman Empire 
Section 2

A. Clarifying As you read about the creation of the Roman Empire, make notes in the
diagram to describe Roman government, society, economy, and culture.

B. Synthesizing Explain how the following terms and names relate to Julius Caesar.

C. Determining Main Ideas On the back of this paper, explain the importance of
Augustus and the Pax Romana in the history of the Roman Empire.

CHAPTER

6

1. Economy 3. Values

4. Social structure

2. Form of government

5. Religion 6. Entertainment

Roman Empire

1. Civil war

2. Triumvirate

3. Gaul

4. Absolute rule

5. Marcus Brutus and Gaius Cassius
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GEOGRAPHY APPLICATION: MOVEMENT

The Roads of the Roman Empire
Directions: Read the paragraphs below and study the map. Then answer the
questions that follow.

The famous Roman roads were a vast network 
of hard-surfaced roads connecting the city of

Rome to the farthest reaches of its empire. The
stone-paved highways lasted for more than a thou-
sand years, and some sections are still in use today.
Author Isaac Asimov claimed that there was no bet-
ter mode of transportation in the world until the
arrival of railroads close to 2,000 years later.
Romans began building roads in 312 B.C. following
their first major conquests. The beginning stretch,
the Appian Way, trailed 132 miles southeast out of
Rome. Thereafter, roadbuilding kept pace with the

empire’s  expansion. Eventually, Roman roads wound
53,000 miles around the Mediterranean and north-
eastern Atlantic regions.
The roads, constructed by slaves and soldiers, were
wide enough for large wagons to pass each other.
The principal use of the highways was to move
Roman armies from one part of the empire to
another. However, citizens were free to use the
roads. The Roman statesman Cicero once spoke of
moving 56 miles in a cart in just ten hours. However,
travelers had to be alert for bandits, as people might
simply “disappear” while riding on Roman roads.

Section 2

CHAPTER

6
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Interpreting Text and Visuals

1. How is the area of the Roman Empire shown? ______________________________________

What symbol represents roads on the map? __________________________________________

2. What is the approximate straight-line distance in miles between Paris and Rome? __________

What is the approximate distance between the two cities along the Roman roads, choosing the 

route that passes by Arelate? ____________________________________________________

3. Describe the location of the four significant breaks for bodies of water that the map shows in the

Roman road system. ____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

4. How many miles of roads made up the Roman roads? ________________________________

5. Which two rivers provided a natural path for the Roman roads to follow? ________________

6. What was one drawback to the Roman roads? ______________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

7. Suppose you are a Roman general who must move a legion of soldiers from Rome to Carthage.

Describe your two options. ______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

8. “All roads lead to Rome” is a famous saying that originally described the Roman highway system. 

Why would the Romans have developed their road network with Rome as its focus? ________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Name The Roads of the Roman Empire continued
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PRIMARY SOURCE from The Gallic War
by Julius Caesar

Julius Caesar’s account of his military campaigns is a valuable historical record
left by a great Roman general. As you read Caesar’s account of the second
Roman invasion of Britain during his campaign to conquer what is now France,
notice that he refers to himself in the third person. 

Section 2

14. Of all the Britons the most civilized are those in
Kent, all of which is along the coast. Their habits
do not differ much from the Gauls’. The inland
people do not sow grain but live on milk and meat
and wear skins. All Britons stain themselves with
woad, which makes them blue and more terrifying
to confront in battle. Their hair they wear long, but
they shave all the rest of their bodies except the
head and upper lip. . . .
15. The enemy horse and chariots engaged our cav-
alry briskly on the march, but our men everywhere
had the upper hand and drove them into the
forests and hills. But when they had killed a num-
ber they pursued too eagerly and lost some of their
own. But after an interval they suddenly dashed
from the forest to fall upon our unsuspecting men,
who were busy entrenching their camp, and deliv-
ered a sharp attack upon the pickets posted in front
of the camp. Caesar supported them with two
cohorts, each the chief of its legion. These took
position with only a small space between them, but
while our men were confounded by their novel
mode of fighting, they boldly broke through their
midst and then retired without loss. . . .
16. This engagement, fought in front of the camp
in full view of everyone, made it plain that our men
were not a fit match for such adversaries. They
could not pursue an advantage because of their
heavy armor; . . . nor could our cavalry engage
except at great peril, for the Britons would purposely
retreat, and when they had drawn our cavalry a lit-
tle distance from the legionaries, leap down from
their chariots and exploit the advantage of fighting
on foot. In a cavalry engagement this tactic involved
equal danger whether we pursued or retreated.
Another disadvantage was that they never fought in
a mass but widely scattered. . . .
17. On the next day the enemy took position at a
distance in the hills; they showed themselves only
in small groups, and attacked our cavalry with less

energy than the day before. At noon, when Caesar
had sent three legions and all the cavalry under
command of Gaius Trebonius to forage, they sud-
denly swooped down on the foragers from all direc-
tions, even up to the legions and standards. Our
men counterattacked vigorously, beat them back,
and pressed their pursuit, seeing the legions close
behind to support them. They drove the enemy
headlong and killed a large number, giving them no
chance to rally and make a stand . . .
18. Apprised now of their plan, Caesar marched his
army to the territory of Cassivellaunus towards the
Thames, a river which can be forded on foot at only
one point, and that with difficulty. Upon his arrival
there he observed a large enemy force drawn up on
the far bank. The bank was protected by sharp
stakes fixed in the ground, and there were similar
stakes in the river bed, covered by the water. This
Caesar had learned from prisoners and deserters.
He sent his cavalry forward and ordered the legions
to follow at their heels. Though only their heads
were above water, they moved with such speed and
dash that the enemy could not sustain the assault of
legions and cavalry, abandoned the bank, and took
to flight.

from Julius Caesar, The Gallic War and Other Writings,
Moses Hadas trans. (New York: The Modern Library, 1957),
102–104.

Discussion Questions
Determining Main Ideas
1. According to Caesar, what military advantages

and disadvantages did the Britons have?
2. What military advantages and disadvantages did

the Romans have?
3. Forming and Supporting Opinions Do you

think this excerpt supports the notion that
Caesar was a genius at military strategy? Explain
your answer.

CHAPTER

6
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LITERATURE SELECTION from Julius Caesar
by William Shakespeare

English poet and playwright William Shakespeare (1564–1616) drew heavily on a
translation of classical biographer Plutarch’s The Lives of the Noble Grecians and
Romans for information about the Roman characters in Julius Caesar.
Shakespeare’s tragedy, which was first performed in 1599, traces events before
and after Caesar’s death. In Act 3, Scene 2, from which this excerpt is taken,
Brutus first speaks at Caesar’s funeral to explain why he helped assassinate
Caesar. Mark Antony, one of Caesar’s supporters, then delivers a powerful
address. As you read his speech, think about how Mark Antony reacts to Caesar’s
murder and how he stirs the crowd of Romans. 

Section 2

Antony: Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me 
your ears.

I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him.
The evil that men do lives after them;
The good is oft interrèd with their bones.
So let it be with Caesar. The noble Brutus
Hath told you Caesar was ambitious.
If it were so, it was a grievous fault,
And grievously hath Caesar answered it.
Here, under leave of Brutus and the rest—
For Brutus is an honorable man,
So are they all, all honorable men—
Come I to speak in Caesar’s funeral.
He was my friend, faithful and just to me;
But Brutus says he was ambi-

tious,
And Brutus is an honorable

man.
He hath brought many captives 

home to Rome,
Whose ransoms did the general 

coffers fill.
Did this in Caesar seem ambitious?
When that the poor have cried, Caesar hath wept;
Ambition should be made of sterner stuff.
Yet Brutus says he was ambitious,
And Brutus is an honorable man.
You all did see that on the Lupercal
I thrice presented him a kingly crown,
Which he did thrice refuse. Was this ambition?
Yet Brutus says he was ambitious,
And sure he is an honorable man.
I speak not to disprove what Brutus spoke,
But here I am to speak what I do know.
You all did love him once, not without cause.
What cause withholds you then to mourn for

him?

O judgment! Thou art fled to brutish beasts,
And men have lost their reason. Bear with me;
My heart is in the coffin there with Caesar,
And I must pause till it come back to me.

First Plebeian: Methinks there is much reason 
in his sayings.

Second Plebeian: If thou consider rightly of the 
matter,

Caesar has had great wrong.
Third Plebeian: Has he, masters?

I fear there will a worse come in his place. 
Fourth Plebeian: Marked ye his words? He 

would not take the crown,
Therefore ‘tis certain he was not ambitious.

First Plebeian: If it be found so,
some will dear abide it.

Second Plebeian: Poor soul, his
eyes are red as fire with weep-

ing.
Third Plebeian: There’s not a

nobler man in Rome than Antony.
Fourth Plebeian: Now mark him. He begins

again to speak.
Antony: But yesterday the word of Caesar might

Have stood against the world. Now lies he there,
And none so poor to do him reverence.
O masters! If I were disposed to stir
Your hearts and minds to mutiny and rage,
I should do Brutus wrong, and Cassius wrong,
Who, you all know, are honorable men.
I will not do them wrong; I rather choose
To wrong the dead, to wrong myself and you,
Than I will wrong such honorable men.
But here’s a parchment with the seal of Caesar.
I found it in his closet; ‘tis his will.

[He shows the will.]
Let but the commons hear this testament—

CHAPTER

6

“I come to bury
Caesar, not to
praise him.”
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Which, pardon me, I do not mean to read—
And they would go and kiss dead Caesar’s
wounds
And dip their napkins in his sacred blood,
Yea, beg a hair of him for memory,
And dying, mention it within their wills,
Bequeathing it as a rich legacy
Unto their issue.

Fourth Plebeian: We’ll hear the will! Read it,
Mark Antony.

All: The will, the will! We will hear Caesar’s will.
Antony: Have patience, gentle friends; I must not

read it.
It is not meet you know how Caesar loved you.
You are not wood, you are not stones, but men;
And being men, hearing the will of Caesar,
It will inflame you, it will make you mad.
‘Tis good you know not that you are his heirs,
For if you should, O, what 

would come of it?
Fourth Plebeian: Read the will!

We’ll hear it, Antony.
You shall read us the will,
Caesar’s will.

Antony: Will you be patient?
Will you stay awhile?
I have o’ershot myself to tell you of it.
I fear I wrong the honorable men
Whose daggers have stabbed Caesar; I do fear it.

Fourth Plebeian: They were traitors.
“Honorable men”!

All: The will! The testament!
Second Plebeian: They were villains, murderers.

The will! Read the will!
Antony: You will compel me then to read the will?

Then make a ring about the corpse of Caesar
And let me show you him that made the will.
Shall I descend? And will you give me leave?

All: Come down.
Second Plebeian: Descend.
Third Plebeian: You shall have leave.
[Antony comes down. They gather around Caesar.]
Fourth Plebeian: A ring; stand round.
First Plebeian: Stand from the hearse. Stand

from the body.
Second Plebeian: Room for Antony, most noble

Antony!
Antony: Nay, press not so upon me. Stand far off.
All: Stand back! Room! Bear back!
Antony: If you have tears, prepare to shed them

now.

You all do know this mantle. I remember
The first time ever Caesar put it on;
‘Twas on a summer’s evening in his tent,
That day he overcame the Nervii.
Look, in this place ran Cassius’ dagger through.
See what a rent the envious Casca made.
Through this the well-belovèd Brutus stabbed,
And as he plucked his cursèd steel away,
Mark how the blood of Caesar followed it,
As rushing out of doors to be resolved
If Brutus so unkindly knocked or no;
For Brutus, as you know, was Caesar’s angel.
Judge, O you gods, how dearly Caesar loved him!
This was the most unkindest cut of all;
For when the noble Caesar saw him stab,
Ingratitude, more strong than traitors’ arms,
Quite vanquished him. Then burst his mighty

heart,
And in his mantle muffling up his

face,
Even at the base of Pompey’s stat-

ue,
Which all the while ran blood,

great Caesar fell.
O, what a fall was there, my coun-

trymen!
Then I, and you, and all of us fell down,
Whilst bloody treason flourished over us.
O, now you weep, and I perceive you feel
The dint of pity. These are gracious drops.
Kind souls, what weep you when you but behold
Our Caesar’s vesture wounded? Look you here,
Here is himself, marred as you see with traitors.

[He lifts Caesar’s mantle.]
First Plebeian: O piteous spectacle!
Second Plebeian: O noble Caesar!
Third Plebeian: O woeful day!
Fourth Plebeian: O traitors, villains!
First Plebeian: O most bloody sight!
Second Plebeian: We will be revenged.
All: Revenge! About! Seek! Burn! Fire! Kill! Slay!

Let not a traitor live!
Antony: Stay, countrymen.
First Plebeian: Peace there! Hear the noble

Antony.
Second Plebeian: We’ll hear him, we’ll follow

him,
we’ll die with him!

Antony: Good friends, sweet friends, let me not
stir you up

To such a sudden flood of mutiny

Name Julius Caesar continued

“If you have tears,
prepare to shed

them now.”
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They that have done this deed are honorable.
What private griefs they have, alas, I know not,
That made them do it. They are wise and 

honorable,
And will no doubt with reasons answer you.
I come not, friends, to steal away your hearts.
I am no orator, as Brutus is,
But, as you know me all, a plain blunt man
That love my friend, and that they know full well
That gave me public leave to speak of him.
For I have neither wit, nor words, nor worth,
Action, nor utterance, nor the power of speech
To stir men’s blood. I only speak right on.
I tell you that which you yourselves do know,
Show you sweet Caesar’s wounds, poor poor 

dumb mouths,
And bid them speak for me. But were I Brutus,
And Brutus Antony, there were an Antony
Would ruffle up your spirits and put a tongue
In every wound of Caesar that should move
The stones of Rome to rise and mutiny.

All: We’ll mutiny!
First Plebeian: We’ll burn the house of Brutus!
Third Plebeian: Away, then! Come, seek the 

conspirators.
Antony: Yet hear me, countrymen. Yet hear me 

speak.

All: Peace, ho! Hear Antony, most noble Antony!
Antony: Why, friends, you go to do you know not 

what.
Wherein hath Caesar thus deserved your loves?
Alas, you know not. I must tell you then:
You have forgot the will I told you of.

ALL: Most true, the will! Let’s stay and hear the will.
ANTONY: Here is the will, and under Caesar’s seal.

To every Roman citizen he gives,
To every several man, seventy-five drachmas.

Second Plebeian: Most noble Caesar! We’ll 
revenge his death.

Activity Options
1. Describing Plot, Setting, and Character

With a group of classmates, plan, rehearse, and
give a performance of this excerpt for your class.

2. Drawing Conclusions Make a sketch of a cos-
tume that a character in this excerpt might wear.
Display your finished costume design.

Name Julius Caesar continued
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HISTORYMAKERS Cleopatra
Wily Queen of Egypt

“To know her was to be touched with an irresistible charm. Her form, . . . the
persuasiveness of her conversation, and her delightful . . . behavior—all these
produced a blend of magic.”—Plutarch, a Roman historian

Section 2

Cleopatra, queen of Egypt, has gone down in
history as a conniving leader who used tricks to

gain influence within the Roman Empire. She was
actually an intelligent ruler who used an iron will in
an effort to keep Egypt free of Roman control.
Ironically, the queen who tried to preserve Egypt
was not even Egyptian. Cleopatra belonged to the
family of the Ptolemies. This family from Macedon
had ruled Egypt for several hundred years after the
death of Alexander the Great. Though they had
ruled Egypt for a long time, none of the family had
ever bothered to learn Egyptian—until Cleopatra.
Plutarch wrote that she learned so 
many languages she could speak to “Ethiopians,
Troglodytes, Jews, Arabs, Syrians, Medes, and
Parthians” in their own tongues.
In the first century B.C., the family’s fortunes and
its hold on Egypt declined. Cleopatra’s father was a
weak king. He showed more interest in music than
in running his kingdom, leading the people to nick-
name him “the Flute Player.” He feared that Rome
would seize Egypt, an attractive place because of its
abundance of farmland. To buy safety, he sent huge
amounts of money as bribes to various Roman lead-
ers, including Julius Caesar. He eventually died in
51 B.C. At the time, Cleopatra was 18.
She became queen, ruling along with her brother
Ptolemy XIII, who was only ten. Powerful insiders
in the Egyptian court hoped to run the country by
controlling the young king. They forced Cleopatra
to flee Egypt three years later.
However, she raised an army and prepared to
retake her crown, ready to fight her brother for
control. Meanwhile, Julius Caesar had defeated his
rivals and become the powerful leader of Rome.
When Caesar came to Egypt to settle the issue of
the throne, Cleopatra seized her chance to argue
her case. She had herself wrapped in a rug and car-
ried to Caesar so she could speak to him directly.
Impressed by her clever and bold act, Caesar
agreed to back her rather than her brother. Caesar
and Cleopatra also began a relationship. They may
have loved one another, but one historian cautioned,

“it must always be borne in mind that both of them
were ruthless and devious politicians.” Later, she had
a son that was Caesar’s. He was named Caesarion.
Cleopatra’s brother died fighting Caesar’s army, and
in 47 B.C. she was back on the throne. She and
Caesar may have planned to marry and become king
and queen of Rome with Caesarion to follow them.
In 44 B.C., however, those hopes were destroyed.
Caesar was assassinated by senators who wished to
restore the Roman Republic. Cleopatra, in Rome at
the time, decided it was wise to return to Egypt. 
Caesar’s heir, Octavian, and his friend Mark Antony
began to rule Rome together. The two leaders had
an uneasy alliance, however, and each tried to out-
fox the other in order to gain control of the Roman
government. Cleopatra enchanted Antony as she
had Caesar. By 37 B.C., Antony had dismissed his
wife, married Cleopatra, and recognized her two
children as his own. He also gave large amounts of
land to her, restoring Cyprus and Lebanon to Egypt.
The wife that Antony rejected, however, was the
sister of Octavian. This drove a wedge between the
former allies. With Cleopatra’s wealth Antony rebuilt
his army and navy. In 31 B.C., his forces met
Octavian’s in battle to decide who would control
Rome—and thus the Mediterranean. Octavian won,
and Cleopatra and Antony escaped back to Egypt.
Octavian, though, brought his armies there the fol-
lowing year. Trapped and unable to win, Antony
committed suicide. Cleopatra pleaded with Octavian
to allow her to retire and make Caesarion king of
Egypt. Octavian refused, and she too committed
suicide. Soon after, Octavian had Caesarion killed.

Questions
1. Contrasting How was Cleopatra different from

the other members of the Ptolemaic Dynasty?
2. Making Inferences Why was Rome so impor-

tant to the fate of Cleopatra’s Egypt?
3. Drawing Conclusions Why did Octavian have

Caesarion killed?

CHAPTER
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HISTORYMAKERS Julius Caesar
General, Writer, Politician, Dictator-King?

“Caesar could no longer endure a superior, nor Pompey an equal.”— Lucan, a
Roman poet, on the cause of the Roman civil war

Section 2

Driven by ambition and a thirst for power, Julius
Caesar became a great and controversial

leader of the Roman Republic. He had a tremen-
dous impact on a growing power at a crucial point
in its rise. He was also a man of extraordinary abili-
ties—skills in war, politics, writing, and leadership.
Caesar was born to an old Roman family, part 
of the group of families that founded the Roman
Republic. He had the standard education of some-
one in his social position and became known as a
charming, cultured, and well-read person. In addi-
tion, he gained experience in the military in Asia
Minor and experience in government in Spain.
Gradually, he won election to important public
offices. In 63 B.C., he was voted pontifex maximus,
the chief priest of the Republic. He also served in
Spain, where he won fame by winning battles. He
returned to Rome and was elected consul, the most
important political office in the Republic.
Caesar joined with two other leading Romans in an
alliance. One was Crassus, a wealthy political leader
whose money could be used to advance the plans
of the three. The other was Pompey, another bril-
liant general. To cement the alliance, Pompey mar-
ried Julia, Caesar’s only daughter.
As consul, Caesar worked for some new laws that
eased the overcrowding in Rome and other cities.
He was rewarded by being made governor of Gaul,
located in modern France. He took command of
the Roman armies there, determined to extend
Roman control of the area. It took several years,
but he eventually conquered all of Gaul and part of
Britain.
The victories brought Caesar riches, which he used
to fund building projects in Rome—thus winning
popularity in the city. He also made sure to create
some effective propaganda in his own favor. He
wrote Commentaries on the Gallic Wars, a history
of his campaigns in Gaul. Throughout the book, he
referred to himself as “Caesar” and not as “I.” This
made the history seem objective. He also made sure
that “Caesar” got credit for all victories.
The situation in Rome, however, had changed. Julia
had died, which removed one link between

Pompey and Caesar. Crassus had died as well. The
two generals now became bitter rivals for power.
The senate, controlled by Pompey, gave Caesar a
difficult choice. It ordered him to give his armies to
another general, and return to Rome if he wanted
to stand for election to consul again. He decided to
ignore the senate and lead his army into Italy.
Years of civil war followed. Pompey was backed by
many major political leaders. Caesar, however, had
another resource: an experienced, tough army.
Pompey fled Italy for the east, where Caesar won 
a major victory. Pompey then retreated further to
Egypt. There he was treacherously killed by a one-
time supporter, Ptolemy XIII (the pharaoh of Egypt
and brother to Cleopatra). In 46 B.C., Caesar defeated
another army in Africa, and the following year he
won victory over the sons of Pompey in Spain.
Caesar was named dictator for life. As supreme
ruler of Rome, he passed many reforms. However,
many senators opposed him. Some simply disliked
him and resented his power. Others feared that he
planned to make himself king. In February, 44 B.C.,
he presided over a festival. By plan, Mark Antony, a
close ally, offered him a king’s crown. The watching
crowd stirred restlessly. When Caesar refused it,
they cheered. Antony again offered it, Caesar again
refused it, and the crowd cheered. Still, Caesar
moved behind the scenes to try to have himself
made king. He also prepared to lead an army east
for more conquests. On his last day in Rome, one
month after the festival, his planning came to an
end. As he entered the senate, a group of senators
fell on him. They stabbed him 23 times. He died,
ironically, at the foot of a statue of Pompey.

Questions
1. Clarifying How did Caesar show he was a bril-

liant general?
2. Drawing Conclusions How did Caesar use his

success in Gaul to improve his political position
in Rome?

3. Determining Main Ideas Why did the senators
oppose Caesar?

CHAPTER
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RETEACHING ACTIVITY The Roman Empire
Section 2

____1. All of the following factors contributed to
the collapse of the Roman republic except
a. widening gap between rich and poor.
b. outside invasion.
c. breakdown of the military.
d. a period of civil war.

____ 2. The military leader who joined forces with
Crassus and Pompey to dominate Rome
was
a. Calpurnia.
b. Marcus Brutus.
c. Hannibal.
d. Julius Caesar.

____ 3.The three men who ruled Rome for ten
years beginning in 59 B.C. were referred 
to as a 
a. trio.
b. consul.
c. triumvirate.
d. senate.

____ 4.The second group of three rulers of 
Rome was
a. Octavian, Mark Antony, and Lepidus.
b. Octavian, Augustus, and Mark Antony.
c. Mark Antony, Lepidus, and Cleopatra.
d. Caesar, Mark Antony, and Cleopatra.

____ 5.Octavian eventually came to be called
“exalted one,” or
a. Augustus.
b. dictator.
c. Pax Romana.
d. Caesar.

____ 6.The period of peace and prosperity in the
Roman Empire is known as the 
a. Augustus.
b. Pax Romana.
c. triumvirate.
d. reform period.

____ 7.The Roman values of discipline, strength,
and loyalty characterized a person with the
virtue of 
a. numina.
b. Pax Romana.
c. gravitas.
d. wisdom.

____ 8.Gladiators, or professional fighters who
often fought to the death in public contests,
were often drawn from
a. consuls.
b. tribunes.
c. the senate.
d. slaves.

CHAPTER

6

Multiple Choice
Choose the best answer for each item. Write the letter of your answer in the blank.
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